Make light work of lifting heavy floor access covers, with the COVER SKATE by HOWEGREEN.
The Howe Green Cover Skate is the ingenious way to lift heavy floor access covers. Simple, convenient and extremely portable you can carry the Cover Skate in a bag and lift even the heaviest of covers on your own – safely, easily and quickly.

The Cover Skate means you need less people to do the job and don't have to worry about the health and safety issues that come with using bigger pieces of equipment. Suitable for use in all types of locations from airports, factories and hospitals to hotels, offices and schools the Cover Skate gives you access to concealed services quickly, safely and cost effectively.

We've got you covered.
FEATURES

- EASY TO CARRY AND STORE
- VERY DURABLE AND CORROSION RESISTANT
- SIMPLE AND QUICK TO USE
- 300KG LIFT FROM EACH “COVER SKATE”
- LIFTING KEYS TO SUIT OTHER MANUFACTURERS
- COVERS AVAILABLE TO ORDER
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

1. Remove cover securing bolts.
2. Place a “Cover Skate” over a cover lifting point with the wheels outside the outer frame.
3. Remove the cover skate bolt from the storage position and screw into the cover lifting point until fully home and hand tight, ensuring that the base of the Cover Skate is flush with the cover.
4. Take the second Cover Skate and repeat the above on the diagonally opposite lifting point.
5. Turn the jacking handle clockwise on one of the Cover Skates until the cover edge has lifted by approximately 1cm.
6. Now using the second Cover Skate lift the other side of the cover by approximately 1cm.
7. The cover should now be raised as evenly as possible using the two Cover Skate’s until it is clear of the outer frame.
8. Carefully wheel the cover to one side of the opening, making sure that the hole is cordoned off to prevent falls.
9. To replace the cover ensure that the cover and the frame are clean and then follow the above in reverse order.